2011 DECLAMATION RESULTS

Congratulations to the winners and thank you to all who participated in 2011! The results of the Declamation Contest are listed here in the order of language, contest and category, place, student’s name, and school name.

CHINESE

CONTEST 1, CATEGORY: CHINESE IA
1: Stephanie Pusker, Christ Church Episcopal
2: Frederick Lee, Northview HS
3: Alvaro Godoy, Chattahoochee HS

CONTEST 2, CATEGORY: CHINESE IB
1: Francia Ku, Northview HS
2: Wei Wang, Northview HS

CONTEST 3, CATEGORY: CHINESE IIA
1: Shervin Hovanloo, Northview HS
2: Dhaumya Shah, Northview HS

CONTEST 4, CATEGORY: CHINESE IIB
1: Sarah Lo, Northview HS
2: Zhepeng Zhang, Northview HS
3: Di Xia, Northview HS

CONTEST 5, CATEGORY: CHINESE IIIA
1: Gaeun Wie, Northview HS
2: Eric Smith, Northview HS
3: HaYong Baek, Northview HS

CONTEST 6, CATEGORY: CHINESE IIIB
3: Joy Zhang, Chattahoochee HS

CONTEST 7, CATEGORY: CHINESE IVA
2: Daniel Kim, Northview HS

CONTEST 8, CATEGORY: CHINESE IV-NATIVE
1: Yijie Zhang, Northview HS
2: Jiahua Gian, Mauldin HS
3: Jianyun Liv

FRENCH

CONTEST 1, CATEGORY: FRENCH IA-1
1: Olivia Haas, McIntosh HS
2: DeGroot Annefloor, Starr’s Mill HS
3: Alahni Becks, AR Johnson Magnet

CONTEST 2, CATEGORY: FRENCH IIA-3
1: Marguerite Murrell, McIntosh HS
2: Zeandre Wilson, James Island Charter
3: Mouni Amrous, Fayette County HS

CONTEST 3, CATEGORY: FRENCH IIIA-4
1: Rachel Joung, Northview HS
2: Ashley Ramsey, Spring Valley HS
3: Elizabeth Vitetta, James Island Charter

CONTEST 4, CATEGORY: FRENCH IVB-1
1: Megan Le Corre, Starr’s Mill HS
2: Bernadette Wersinger, St. Joseph’s Catholic
3: Biola Brinson, McIntosh HS

CONTEST 1, CATEGORY: FRENCH IA-2
1: Vanessa Sims, McIntosh HS
2: Anita Lee, Fayette County HS
3: Natasha Kolpatzik, Christ Chruch Episcopal

CONTEST 2, CATEGORY: FRENCH IB
1: Jared Brown, AR Johnson Magnet

CONTEST 3, CATEGORY: FRENCH IIIA-1
1: Mattou Mokri, McIntosh HS
2: Philip Richardson, Spring Valley HS
3: Glory Pi, Mauldin HS

CONTEST 4, CATEGORY FRENCH IVA-1
1: Noah Liebman, DW Daniel HS
2: Abigail Ray, Starr’s Mill HS
3: Ashleigh Lester, Whitewater HS

CONTEST 5, CATEGORY: FRENCH IV-NATIVE
NO PLACES AWARDED

CONTEST 1, CATEGORY: FRENCH IIA-1
1: Morgan Caola, Starr’s Mill HS
2: Mamie Smith, McIntosh HS
3: Clair Kain, Eastside HS

CONTEST 2, CATEGORY: FRENCH IIIA-2
1: Ethan Gallagher, Starr’s Mill HS
2: Sarah Cooke, SC Governor’s School
3: Justin Peterson-Overton, James Island Charter

CONTEST 3, CATEGORY: FRENCH IIIB
2: Glennetta Burrell, SC Governor’s School
3: Grace Odell, SC Governor’s School

CONTEST 4, CATEGORY: FRENCH IVA-2
1: Genevieve Aucoin, Northview HS
2: Kaili Tsao, SC Governor’s School
3: Samira Issa-Boube, Fayette County HS

CONTEST 1, CATEGORY: FRENCH IIA-2
1: Jose Leon, McIntosh HS
2: Zachary Daily, Starr’s Mill HS
3: Spenser Thompson, McIntosh HS

CONTEST 2, CATEGORY: FRENCH IIB
1: Noelle Warfford, Mauldin HS
2: Ashley Marler, Spring Valley HS

CONTEST 3, CATEGORY: FRENCH IIIA-3
1: Erin McCord, Starr’s Mill HS
2: Julia Bach, Northview HS
3: Subira Jean-Simon, Fayette County HS

CONTEST 4, CATEGORY: FRENCH IVA-3
1: Christine Bishop, McIntosh HS
2: Mattea Koon, Christ Church Episcopal
3: Kendra Little, Northview HS

GERMAN

CONTEST 1, CATEGORY: GERMAN IA
1: Steven Chiou, Northview HS
2: Maggie Barrow, Sandy Creek HS
3: Tanner Cavanaugh, Starr’s Mill HS

CONTEST 2, CATEGORY: GERMAN IIB
1: Brenna Hansen, Starr’s Mill HS
3: Armend Kaleshi, Sandy Creek HS

CONTEST 3, CATEGORY: GERMAN IIIB
1: Paul Hughes, DW Daniel HS

CONTEST 4, CATEGORY: GERMAN IVA
1: Jamie Gillespie, DW Daniel HS
2: Margaret Wang, Christ Church Episcopal
3: Nelson Rice, DW Daniel HS

CONTEST 1, CATEGORY: GERMAN IB
1: Lauren Nash, Sandy Creek HS
CONTEST 2, CATEGORY: GERMAN IIA
1: Anne Rentz, Starr’s Mill HS
2: Evelyn Coen, Whitewater HS
3: Andrew Barrow, Sandy Creek HS

CONTEST 3, CATEGORY: GERMAN IIIA
1: Rebecca Kurfess, DW Daniel HS
2: Iain Espey, DW Daniel HS
3: Aniqa Chowdhury, DW Daniel HS

CONTEST 4, CATEGORY: GERMAN IVB
2: Analise Nelson, Starr’s Mill HS
3: Robert Bacon, Starr’s Mill HS

CONTEST 5, CATEGORY: GERMAN IV-NATIVE
NO PLACES AWARDED

ITALIAN

CONTEST 2, CATEGORY: ITALIAN IA
1: Morgan Anderson, James Island Charter

CONTEST 3, CATEGORY: ITALIAN IIA
NO PLACES AWARDED
CONTEST 4, CATEGORY: ITALIAN IIIA
NO PLACES AWARDED

JAPANESE

CONTEST 1, CATEGORY: JAPANESE IV-NATIVE
1: Rina Setsuda, Riverside HS
2: Ray Nii, Mauldin HS
3: Shunsuke Sato, Riverside HS

LATIN

CONTEST 1, CATEGORY: LATIN I-1
1: Alexis Kiser, Blythewood HS
2: Kaylee Lloyd, McIntosh HS
3: Marianna Hagler, Davidson Fine Arts Magnet

CONTEST 2, CATEGORY: LATIN I-2
1: Emma Webb
2: Summer York, Spring Valley HS
3: Cara Cook, McIntosh HS

CONTEST 3, CATEGORY: LATIN II
1: Madison Pobis, Spring Valley HS
2: Jordan McCormack, Spring Valley HS
3: Nina Burris

CONTEST 4, CATEGORY: LATIN III

1: Grant Kilgore, Blythewood HS
2: Diego Cuestas, McIntosh HS
3: Shannon Young, Davidson Fine Arts Magnet

CONTEST 5, CATEGORY: LATIN IV

1: Erika Arvay, Spring Valley HS
2: Sharika Rao, Spring Valley HS

SPANISH

CONTEST 1, CATEGORY: SPANISH IA-1

1: Phillip Muller, St. Paul the Apostle Catholic
2: D’Wayne Copper, Starr’s Mill High
3: Ryan Reid, Whitewater High

CONTEST 2, CATEGORY: SPANISH IIA-3

1: Nandita Koromveliger,
2: Victoria Vaisvil, Whitewater High
3: Rachel Kafka, Whitewater High

CONTEST 3, CATEGORY: SPANISH IVA-1
1: Anthony DeSantis, SC Governor’s School  
2: Veronika Rzucidlo, Cedar Shoals High  
3: Audrey Noonan, Mauldin High

CONTEST 4, CATEGORY: SPANISH IA-2
1: Lindsey Wilcox, Davidson Fine Arts Magnet  
2: Alessia Bertoldo, Christ Church Episcopal  
3: Maud DeGroot, Starr’s Mill High

CONTEST 5, CATEGORY: SPANISH IIIA-1
1: Shawna Lehman, Starr’s Mill High  
2: Christine McAreavey, Northview High  
3: Aria Thiessen, Oconee County High

CONTEST 1, CATEGORY: SPANISH IVA-2
1: Vidisha Holsambre, Northview High  
2: Nina Srivastava, Spartanburg Day School  
3: Nathan Cotton, McIntosh High

CONTEST 2, CATEGORY: SPANISH IA-3
1: Taylor Howell, Sandy Creek High  
2: Anni Huang, Spartanburg Day School  
3: Alexis LeBlanc, Davidson Fine Arts Magnet
CONTEST 3, CATEGORY: SPANISH IIB
No place

CONTEST 4, CATEGORY: SPANISH IIIA-2
1: Shruthi Thomas, Starr’s Mill High
2: Nick Allen, Oconee County High
3: Imani Jenkins, Davidson Fine Arts

CONTEST 5, CATEGORY: SPANISH IVA-3
1: Shane Mudrinich, Starr’s Mill High
2: T.J. Gibson, Christ Church Episcopal
3: Irene Lee, Northview High

CONTEST 1, CATEGORY: SPANISH IIA-1
1: Dennis Dixon, Fayette County High
2: Jasmine Johnson, Whitewater High
3: Sonu Jivani, McIntosh High

CONTEST 2, CATEGORY: SPANISH IIIA-3
1: Sidney Seaman, Starr’s Mill High
2: Ella Sivertsen, Whitewater High
3: McKenzie Wilder, Fayette County High
CONTEST 4, CATEGORY: SPANISH IVA-4
1: Nadia Lee
2: Morgan Toner, James Island Charter
3: Michael Trocquet, McIntosh

CONTEST 1, CATEGORY: SPANISH IIA-2
1: Elizabeth Ratajczak, Cedar Shoals High
2: Kate Lewis, Whitewater High
3: Carla Whitehead, Whitewater

CONTEST 2, CATEGORY: SPANISH IIIA-4
1: Manasi Deshpande, Northview High
2: Annalee McGinty, Starr’s Mill High
3: Rachel Lawrence, McIntosh High

CONTEST 3, CATEGORY: SPANISH IV-B
1: Anna Martirosyan, Northview High
2: Frazier Weih, Mauldin High
3: Hailin Lui, Northview High

CONTEST 4, CATEGORY: SPANISH IV-NATIVE
1: Daniela Leon, St. Joseph’s Catholic
2: Teresa Arrue, McIntosh High

3: Samantha Dieguez, St. Paul Catholic